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A Ph.D. / DBA Defense preparation 

or Public Viva-Voce Examination 

Training Help

The viva-voce examination is the final represen-

tation of your research degree that defines your 
thesis documentation. It is the oral examination, 
where you will get a chance to discuss your work 
with experts in that specific field. It is the demon-

stration of your capability to attend academic 
research discussions with research colleagues 
and to ensure that there is no plagiarism. We 
accommodate all your Ph.D./DBA dissertation 
viva voce requirement, and our service features 
are.

Primary or secondary research

We deliver dissertation research proposal that 
utilized either primary or secondary research or 
using secondary research only. If you have given 
a choice of primary or secondary, we would 
strongly recommend primary than secondary, as 
it offers some insights on the originality. 
Although it's time-consuming, it is worth contrib-

uting  something unknown to the research 
repository.

Qualitative or Quantitative or trian-

gulation

We employ detailed approach to face 

your viva-voce training efficiently

We completely aware that courses vary in terms 
of research methodologies. Hence our subject 
matter expertise would advise choosing the right 
methodology based on the research questions 
and problem statement that you had identified, 
or they would enable to identify the right one for 
you.

Specific Dissertation
Our dissertation proposal writing services also 
include economic research, operational 
research, coding & algorithm, software develop-

ment, programming, systematic review, 
meta-analysis as part of your dissertation 
requirement.

Ph.D. / DBA Defense Preparation 

Features

Train you how to compliment the viva-voce panel 

https://www.tutorsindia.com/our-services/phd-dba-dissertation/phd-viva-voice/


and introduce yourself. We help you to check your 
institution's policies and practices . Prepare 
possible lists of questions by re-reading your 
thesis and keep up-to-date with research If we 
discover any mistakes in the thesis that you had 
submitted, we make lists in case the examiner 
comment on them. Coach you how to explain your 
research topic, swot analysis, conclusion and final 
recommendations of your study. Coach you how 
to confirm the details present in the thesis and 
also on things that are not included. Teach you 
how to discuss future enhancements in your work.
 

Plagiarism Free Work

We are aware of the consequences of plagiarism.
Hence, topic selection is completely plagiarism 

Free. Our work is scanned against online sources 

in a similar way like WriteCheck or Turnitin. We 

wanted to ensure that our clients i.e., researchers 
and students are not finding any issues with rega-
rds to plagiarism and so we issue plagiarism-free 
certificate. Our streamlined and high-quality rese-
arch writing process ensures your dissertation is 
not just copy-pasted, but written only after brain- 
storming sessions with our team of professional
researchers. 

Experienced Writers

Our writers have experience in research method
ology, industry experience, and educational 
degrees from international and top-ranked 

universities from India, the US, and the UK. We 

identify the perfect SME according to your 

subject and area. Expert is selected through a 

stringent selection process including the 

signing of non-disclosure and confidentiality 

agreement. You can be very sure about the 

quality of the work since expert writer is identi-

fied as per International Research Experience

does not include references and bibliography & 
help you to locate the sources cited (5) Ensure 
three-level quality check including Technical QC, 
Editor QC and final check against the require-

ment (6) Confidentiality of the information (7) 
Plagiarism free work – less than 5% percent. (8) 
Only experienced and subject specific writers will 
be allotted.

On Time

Our work is delivered at a specified date and 

time. Our specific changes to the delivered work 

will be carried out within 45 days of delivery. We 

guarantee delivery of minor changes within 24  

working hours and significant changes within 48 
working hours. We acknowledge all your emails 
within 30 minutes of working hours. Further any
delay in the delivery can be raised at customer 
support@tutorsindia.com

 

We help you to

Illustrate that the thesis is researcher’s work 
Assure that you can verbally defend your under-

standing of your thesis writing Estimate your 
indulgence of your original research work and 
analysis applied Ensure that the thesis is of 
higher standard to obtain the degree of submis-

sion Helps to modify and enhance the written 
thesis about the examiner's feedback.

A complete secure & Confidential 
Service

We offer 100% confidentiality of client’s personal 
details, payment details, project works, and 
copyrights of research works. We ensure follow-

ing for the conditionality, security & privacy: 1) All 
your projects are given unique reference codes 
2) Documents are accessed only writers who 
signed NDA with Tutors India 3) Your financial 
information is protected b 128-bit secure socket 
layer (SSL) encryption.

Fully Referenced

Our dissertation work is fully referenced with 
latest articles and textbooks. We refer only 
peer-reviewed sources such as scholarly articles 
and textbook to select the topic. We refer data-

base including Web of Science, ProQuest, Google 
Scholar, Business Source Complete, and latest 
newspapers articles such as Economic Times, 
Forbes, The Wall Street, The Economics to identi-
fy the industrial problem.

Our Guarantees

(1) Unlimited Revision for the work being commit-
ted. (2) We ensure on-time delivery (3) We 
support 24/7. (4) Our word count committed  



More

List of Universities we serve

Indian Institute of Science

University of Delhi

Jawaharlal Nehru University

University of Hyderabad

Indian Institute of Technology 

Kharagpur.

Recent Trends

Recent News

Cources 

Funding News

Blogs 

E-books

-For Plans and Packages click here-

ABOUT US

Tutors India, is world’s reputed academic guid-

ance provider for the past 15 years have guided 

more than 4,500 Ph.D. scholars and 10,500 

Masters Students across the globe. We support 

students, research scholars, entrepreneurs, and 

professionals from various organizations in 

providing consistently high-quality writing and 

data analytical services every time. We value 

every client and make sure their requirements 

are identified and understood by our special-
ized professionals and analysts, enriched in 

experience to deliver technically sound output 

within the requested timeframe. Writers at 

Tutors India are best referred as 'Researchers' 

since every topic they handle unique and 

challenging.

We specialize in handling text and data, i.e., 

content development and Statistical analysis 

where the latest statistical applications are 

exhausted by our expert analysts for determining 

the outcome of the data analysed. Qualified and 
experienced researchers including Ph.D. holders, 

statisticians, and research analysts offer cutting 
edge research consulting and writing services to 

meet your business information or academic 

project requirement. Our expertise has passion 

towards research and personal assistance as we 

work closely with you for a very professional and 

quality output within your stipulated time frame. 

Our services cover vast areas, and we also 

support either part or entire research paper/ser-

vice as per your requirement at competitive prices.

  IND -10, Kutty Street, Nungambakkam, Chennai – 600 034, Tamil nadu, India. 

  UK - Greenheys Business Centre, Pencroft Way, Manchester M15 6JJ, United Kingdom.

  +44-1143520021   info@tutorsindia.com    www.tutorsindia.com
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